**Online Homework:**

1. Sapling online homework:
   - See links from regular class website
   - Chem341: [http://www.ndsu.edu/pubweb/~jasperse/chem341online.htm](http://www.ndsu.edu/pubweb/~jasperse/chem341online.htm)
   - Chem 342: [http://www.ndsu.edu/pubweb/~jasperse/chem342online.htm](http://www.ndsu.edu/pubweb/~jasperse/chem342online.htm)

2. Provides:
   - Good practice
   - Immediate feedback
   - Some (not all) problems give some feedback on wrong answers
   - Many problems give some tips for solution

3. Effort-based boost to grades. (It’s easier to score high on Sapling than on tests)